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Updates from URT
Joao
● nothing in StagedRollout, just CREAM still to solve some issues;
● for ARGUS EES no EA were found. If nobody is using it, it will be removed from UMD:
http://wiki.nikhef.nl/grid/EES
● other products passing SR APEL, arguspap, dcache 2.10.24
● StoRM in verification
● in general, please if any sites is already deploying the components above, please let
us know so that we can speed up the process

Decommissioning SL5
NGI action to assess the SL5 usage from their sites, set since last meeting;

● David (NGI_UK): there is a reasonable number of sites using SL5, they will move
during the next months, more details will be provided;
● Joao (IBERGRID): few sites using SL5 but those are generally not responsive. Work in
progress.
● Jerome (NGI_FRANCE): most of sites running SL6, some UI on SL5. Work in
progress.
● David: some sites (i.e. DPM sites) might stay longer with SL5
● Bruce: SAMnagios profile is still on SL5
○ Emir: SAMnagios SL6 support is in progress
● Peter: we need to understand the requirements of NGIs for EPEL7/CentOS7; to be
discussed at next OMB, but it would be good if each NGI can assess the need of
having MW products in UMD supporting CentOS7/EPEL7
○ Bruce: we have had lots of requests about UMD plans to release SL7 products;
sites are already on SL7 and cannot deploy middleware; also Debian 8 support
has been asked; CREAM CE profile not available in Debian
○ David: we also had interest in CentOS7 middleware
○ Peter: it’s important to get these requirements to move to EPEL7, we can
contact product teams with these information and ask them if they can release
accordingly
● Emir: what is the status of the support of the Globus Toolkit?
○ Peter: there is, we can follow up about this.
● Bruce: SL5 is considered a major security risk, difficult to justify its presence to
CSIRT, we are using it only for SAMnagios

AOB
● David: what is the status of ARGO
○ Peter: I’m going to ask for a roadmap for the deployment of ARGO in
production. Some work is still needed for the validation.

Next meeting
15 June 2015

